
FROM FUNDING TO FRANCHISE 
What does the end of Flexible Funding mean for artist-run spaces in Scotland? 
 
In 2013, Creative Scotland's Flexible Funding stream, which currently makes up a large proportion 
of Transmission's annual budget, will be scrapped and replaced with 'strategic commissioning'. 
The spring issue of Variant contains an interview with Andrew Dixon, Chief Executive of Creative 
Scotland, where he expands on his recently unveiled Corporate Plan. Importantly, for 
Transmission as a Flexibly Funded (FXO) artist-run space, and with serious implications for all 
other self-organised groups sustained by public funding, Dixon states: 
 
"What we will do is take a more strategic look at the sort of whole cultural ecology. So we’ve had a 
programme called Flexible Funding, funding a lot of galleries and a lot of theatre companies… 
We’re going to get rid of that programme… We are very committed to what we are supporting but 
we are going to get rid of it in two years time. … Before we move to the commissioning model, 
there will be a rolling programme of reviews, with the sectors involved playing a key role, to inform 
our needs for different sectors." 
 
This workshop facilitated by Variant / The Strickland Distribution will explore issues arising from the 
interview for collective self-institutional endeavours (artist-run, artist-led, self-organised) with their 
specific lexicon of practice. This workshop is an opportunity for Transmission members (and 
others) to learn more about the changes, enabling the organisation as a whole to more fully 
engage in the review process of Creative Scotland's proposals. 
 
Workshop Structure 
 
•If possible, please sit at a table with the people that you are most unfamiliar with. 
 
•Today's workshop is broken down into 3 main themes we have identified as emerging from the 
interview with Creative Scotland’s Andrew Dixon and which we believe to be of importance to 
FXOs (Flexibly Funded Organisations) and their members. 
 
These broad themes which we are going to explore today are: 
 - Ecology  - Rent ('place' & 'finance')  - Reviews 
 
Each section will be introduced by a short sound clip from the Andrew Dixon interview. 
There will then be a short 15mins presentation outlining the theme, which is intended to inform the 
following small group discussions which will be facilitated. 
 
• This workshop is intended as a proposal or experiment and is not intended to dictate the direction 
of future events or meetings, beyond providing a temporary framework for exchange and 
discussion. As such, there are no outcomes we have specified in advance. The event is envisioned 
as a space for dialogue and the intention is for the event to have a social element that is inclusive 
and participatory, conducive and transparent. With this intention in mind, that the event brings 
people together in a spirit of open and reflective dialogue, those organising the event have 
proposed a structure for the afternoon that includes facilitation – both for the event overall and for 
the group discussions. 
 
On Facilitation 
 
• Each group is facilitated by a volunteer.  
 
The event is centred on the notion of participatory dialogue – on listening and being listened to – 
and it is important that everyone should have the chance to speak if they wish to, with no one 
person dominating. Group facilitators are there to encourage open, inclusive and participatory 
dialogue within this framework. Facilitators are not neutral, but active participants and can 
contribute their own points to ongoing discussions. 
 
The first group session should commence with a brief go round of introduction from everyone in 
your group. 



 
(We are thankful to Ultra-red, Arika, and Right To The City Forum for the ongoing development of 
this experimental model. No person is being paid to deliver this workshop – all our labour is 
voluntary. Neither Variant nor The Strickland Distribution are FXOs.) 
 
Listening procedure 
 
• 1. Participants' Introductions — To begin, take a few minutes for everyone in the group to 
introduce themselves.  
 
• 2. After introductions, we will begin the listening procedure. Listen to the sound clips and then the 
presentation :  
 
Each recording will be played once over the sound-system. 
 
Concise presentations will follow directly on from the sound clips. 
 
We’d like to reaffirm that the clips and presentations are intended as 'provocations’ and constitute 
the introduction of 'themes' or problematics for discussion — that as propositions we realise they're 
limited, not least by time constraints, but intended to create some room for self-reflexivity.  
 
• Listening to the sound clips and presentations: 
 
1. Take note of what you heard — Compare all the responses to the sound recordings in your 
group. As you listen to each other, make note of responses that are convergent or similar, and 
those that are divergent or different. 
 
2. Discuss the theme or themes — After going around the group, discuss the most urgent issues to 
emerge from your responses to the sound recordings. The tendency in such discussions can be to 
arrive at agreement around the most important themes or concerns. The process of agreement is 
often organised around resolving differences in experience or knowledge. In this process, 
however, try to give special attention to those divergences, not as differences to be conquered or 
argued but as problems to investigate. 
 
   INTRODUCTION 
 
  ECOLOGY 
 
  Andrew Dixon interview sound clip (1.46 mins) 
   15mins presentation - Simon Yuill 
    20mins facilitated table discussions 
 
   [SHORT BREAK] 
 
  RENT 
 
  Andrew Dixon interview sound clip (1.43 mins) 
   15mins presentation - Neil Gray 
  Andrew Dixon interview sound clip (0.51 mins) 
   10mins presentation - Leigh French 
    20mins facilitated table discussions 
 
   [SHORT BREAK] 
 
  REVIEWS 
 
  Andrew Dixon interview sound clip (1.04mins) 
   15mins presentation - Leigh French 
    20mins facilitated table discussions 
 
   CLOSING 



• If	  possible,	  please	  sit	  at	  a	  table	  
with	  the	  people	  that	  you	  are	  
most	  unfamiliar	  with.	  



FROM	  FUNDING	  TO	  FRANCHISE	  

What	  does	  the	  end	  
of	  Flexible	  Funding	  
mean	  for	  arCst-‐run	  
spaces	  in	  Scotland?	  



•  In	  2013,	  Crea;ve	  Scotland's	  Flexible	  Funding	  stream,	  which	  currently	  makes	  up	  
a	  large	  propor;on	  of	  Transmission's	  annual	  budget,	  will	  be	  scrapped	  and	  
replaced	  with	  'strategic	  commissioning'.	  The	  spring	  issue	  of	  Variant	  contains	  
an	  interview	  with	  Andrew	  Dixon,	  Chief	  Execu;ve	  of	  Crea;ve	  Scotland,	  where	  
he	  expands	  on	  his	  recently	  unveiled	  Corporate	  Plan.	  Importantly,	  for	  
Transmission	  as	  a	  Flexibly	  Funded	  (FXO)	  ar;st-‐run	  space,	  and	  with	  serious	  
implica;ons	  for	  all	  other	  self-‐organised	  groups	  sustained	  by	  public	  funding,	  
Dixon	  states:	  

"What	  we	  will	  do	  is	  take	  a	  more	  strategic	  look	  at	  the	  sort	  of	  whole	  cultural	  
ecology.	  So	  we’ve	  had	  a	  programme	  called	  Flexible	  Funding,	  funding	  a	  lot	  of	  
galleries	  and	  a	  lot	  of	  theatre	  companies…	  We’re	  going	  to	  get	  rid	  of	  that	  
programme…	  We	  are	  very	  commiUed	  to	  what	  we	  are	  suppor;ng	  but	  we	  are	  
going	  to	  get	  rid	  of	  it	  in	  two	  years	  ;me.	  …	  Before	  we	  move	  to	  the	  
commissioning	  model,	  there	  will	  be	  a	  rolling	  programme	  of	  reviews,	  with	  the	  
sectors	  involved	  playing	  a	  key	  role,	  to	  inform	  our	  needs	  for	  different	  sectors."	  	  

This	  workshop	  facilitated	  by	  Variant	  /	  The	  Strickland	  Distribu;on	  will	  explore	  
issues	  arising	  from	  the	  interview	  for	  collec;ve	  self-‐ins;tu;onal	  endeavours	  
(ar;st-‐run,	  ar;st-‐led,	  self-‐organised)	  with	  their	  specific	  lexicon	  of	  prac;ce.	  This	  
workshop	  is	  an	  opportunity	  for	  Transmission	  members	  (and	  others)	  to	  learn	  
more	  about	  the	  changes,	  enabling	  the	  organisa;on	  as	  a	  whole	  to	  more	  fully	  
engage	  in	  the	  review	  process	  of	  Crea;ve	  Scotland's	  proposals.	  



•  The	  Strickland	  DistribuCon	  is	  an	  ar;st-‐run	  group	  suppor;ng	  the	  
development	  of	  innova;ve	  and	  independent	  research	  in	  art-‐related	  and	  
non-‐ins;tu;onal	  prac;ces.	  Art-‐related	  includes	  research	  forms	  that	  
directly	  implement	  ar;s;c	  prac;ce	  as	  a	  means	  of	  research	  method.	  Non-‐
ins;tu;onal	  includes	  forms	  of	  grass-‐roots	  histories,	  social	  enquiries	  and	  
projects	  developed	  outside	  of	  academic	  frameworks	  and	  by	  groups	  and	  
individuals	  normally	  excluded	  from	  such	  environments.	  
	   	   	  groups.strickdistro.org	  

•  Variant	  is	  a	  mul;-‐layered	  publishing	  project	  which	  brings	  crea;ve	  
prac;ces	  and	  public	  discourse	  together.	  This	  primarily	  takes	  the	  form	  of	  
Variant	  magazine:	  an	  inten;onally	  free	  publica;on	  which	  aims	  to	  widen	  
the	  involvement	  of	  a	  diverse	  readership	  in	  debate,	  discussion	  and	  
awareness	  of	  the	  many	  interconnected	  cultural	  and	  social	  issues	  affec;ng	  
society	  today.	  
	   	   	  www.variant.org.uk	  



Workshop	  Structure	  
•  Today's	  workshop	  is	  broken	  down	  into	  3	  main	  themes	  we	  have	  iden;fied	  

as	  emerging	  from	  the	  interview	  with	  Crea;ve	  Scotland’s	  Andrew	  Dixon	  and	  
which	  we	  believe	  to	  be	  of	  importance	  to	  FXOs	  (Flexibly	  Funded	  
Organisa;ons)	  and	  their	  members.	  

These	  broad	  themes	  which	  we	  are	  going	  to	  explore	  today	  are:	  

	  	  	  -‐	  Ecology	  
	  	  	  -‐	  Rent	  
	  	  	  -‐	  Reviews	  

Each	  sec;on	  will	  be	  introduced	  by	  a	  short	  sound	  clip	  from	  the	  Andrew	  
Dixon	  interview.	  

There	  will	  then	  be	  a	  short	  15mins	  presenta;on	  outlining	  the	  theme,	  which	  
is	  intended	  to	  inform	  the	  following	  small	  group	  discussions	  which	  will	  be	  
facilitated.	  



•  This	  workshop	  is	  intended	  as	  a	  proposal	  or	  experiment	  and	  is	  not	  intended	  
to	  dictate	  the	  direc;on	  of	  future	  events	  or	  mee;ngs,	  beyond	  providing	  a	  
temporary	  framework	  for	  exchange	  and	  discussion.	  	  

As	  such,	  there	  are	  no	  outcomes	  we	  have	  specified	  in	  advance.	  	  

The	  event	  is	  envisioned	  as	  a	  space	  for	  dialogue	  and	  the	  inten;on	  is	  for	  the	  
event	  to	  have	  a	  social	  element	  that	  is	  inclusive	  and	  par;cipatory,	  
conducive	  and	  transparent.	  

With	  this	  inten;on	  in	  mind,	  that	  the	  event	  brings	  people	  together	  in	  a	  
spirit	  of	  open	  and	  reflec;ve	  dialogue,	  those	  organising	  the	  event	  have	  
proposed	  a	  structure	  for	  the	  aaernoon	  that	  includes	  facilita;on	  –	  both	  for	  
the	  event	  overall	  and	  for	  the	  group	  discussions.	  



On	  Facilita;on	  
•  Each	  group	  is	  facilitated	  by	  a	  volunteer.	  	  

The	  event	  is	  centred	  on	  the	  no;on	  of	  par;cipatory	  dialogue	  –	  on	  listening	  
and	  being	  listened	  to	  –	  and	  it	  is	  important	  that	  everyone	  should	  have	  the	  
chance	  to	  speak	  if	  they	  wish	  to,	  with	  no	  one	  person	  domina;ng.	  	  

Group	  facilitators	  are	  there	  to	  encourage	  open,	  inclusive	  and	  par;cipatory	  
dialogue	  within	  this	  framework.	  	  

Facilitators	  are	  not	  neutral,	  but	  ac;ve	  par;cipants	  and	  can	  contribute	  their	  
own	  points	  to	  ongoing	  discussions.	  

The	  first	  group	  session	  should	  commence	  with	  a	  brief	  go	  round	  of	  
introduc;on	  from	  everyone	  in	  your	  group.	  

(We	  are	  thankful	  to	  Ultra-‐red,	  Arika,	  and	  Right	  To	  The	  City	  Forum	  for	  the	  
ongoing	  development	  of	  this	  experimental	  model.	  No	  person	  is	  being	  paid	  
to	  deliver	  this	  workshop	  –	  all	  our	  labour	  is	  voluntary.	  Neither	  Variant	  nor	  
The	  Strickland	  Distribu;on	  are	  FXOs.)	  



Listening	  procedure	  
•  1.	  Par;cipants'	  Introduc;ons	  —	  To	  begin,	  take	  a	  few	  minutes	  for	  everyone	  

in	  the	  group	  to	  introduce	  themselves.	  	  

•  2.	  Aaer	  introduc;ons,	  we	  will	  begin	  the	  listening	  procedure.	  Listen	  to	  the	  
sound	  clips	  and	  then	  the	  presenta;on	  :	  	  

Each	  recording	  will	  be	  played	  once	  over	  the	  sound-‐system.	  	  

Concise	  presenta;ons	  will	  follow	  directly	  on	  from	  the	  sound	  clips.	  

We’d	  like	  to	  reaffirm	  that	  the	  clips	  and	  presenta;ons	  are	  intended	  as	  
'provoca;ons’	  and	  cons;tute	  the	  introduc;on	  of	  'themes'	  or	  problema;cs	  
for	  discussion	  —	  that	  as	  proposi;ons	  we	  realise	  they're	  limited,	  not	  least	  
by	  ;me	  constraints,	  but	  intended	  to	  create	  some	  room	  for	  self-‐reflexivity.	  	  



•  Listening	  to	  the	  sound	  clips	  and	  presenta;ons:	  

1.	  Take	  note	  of	  what	  you	  heard	  —	  Compare	  all	  the	  responses	  to	  the	  sound	  
recordings	  in	  your	  group.	  As	  you	  listen	  to	  each	  other,	  make	  note	  of	  
responses	  that	  are	  convergent	  or	  similar,	  and	  those	  that	  are	  divergent	  or	  
different.	  	  

2.	  Discuss	  the	  theme	  or	  themes	  —	  Aaer	  going	  around	  the	  group,	  discuss	  
the	  most	  urgent	  issues	  to	  emerge	  from	  your	  responses	  to	  the	  sound	  
recordings.	  The	  tendency	  in	  such	  discussions	  can	  be	  to	  arrive	  at	  agreement	  
around	  the	  most	  important	  themes	  or	  concerns.	  The	  process	  of	  agreement	  
is	  oaen	  organised	  around	  resolving	  differences	  in	  experience	  or	  
knowledge.	  In	  this	  process,	  however,	  try	  to	  give	  special	  aUen;on	  to	  those	  
divergences,	  not	  as	  differences	  to	  be	  conquered	  or	  argued	  but	  as	  problems	  
to	  inves;gate.	  	  

Listening	  procedure	  (cont.)	  
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A central part of our work will be to embrace 
the contribution that places make to a 
creative Scotland. This work cuts across all our 
objectives but we aim to deliver a more strategic 
engagement with the geography of Scotland and 
to work closely with local authorities and others 
to realise the potential of all parts of Scotland. 
The current economic climate will make this a 
particularly challenging period for work with local 
authorities. It is therefore even more important 
that we have partnerships which identify shared 
priorities and encourage leverage and continued 
investment in culture. 

We will work with COSLA, VOCAL and the 
Scottish Government to take forward the 
recommendations from the National Cultural 
Summit in March 2010 by focussing on agreed 
outcomes.!We are developing ‘Place’ partnerships 
and will develop mechanisms for working with all 
32 local authorities with specific senior sta" taking 
responsibility for areas of Scotland alongside 
their own specialism. We have further work to 
do in improving the capital facilities for the arts, 
addressing gaps and building on the success 
of programmes such as WASPs development 
of artists’ workspace. We will work closely with 
other agencies such as Historic Scotland, Heritage 
Lottery Fund, the Theatres Trust and Scotland’s 
Independent Regeneration Network to realise 
the potential of culture in promoting places and 
developing communities.

ACTIONS
1. To work with COSLA, VOCAL and the 

Scottish Government to take forward the 
recommendations from the National Cultural 
Summit (March 2010)

2. To develop single conversations which identify 
joint plans with the major city authorities 

3. To establish four or five place partnerships 
each year beginning with Perth and Kinross, 
Fife, the Highlands, Dumfries and Galloway,  
and Aberdeen 

4. To develop a capital strategy to further 
improve the physical infrastructure for the  
arts, addressing key gaps and opportunities

5. To develop partnerships that promote the 
contribution of place to Scotland with 
VisitScotland, broadcasters and the media

6. To work with local authorities to promote the 
contribution of culture in priorities for health, 
learning and equalities

7. To invest in a programme of public art projects 
that help define places

8. To produce Gaelic and Scots language 
plans and support projects that further our 
traditional arts

9. To maximise the potential of UNESCO Cities of 
Literature and Music in Edinburgh and Glasgow

INVEST IN PLACES AND 
THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO  
A CREATIVE SCOTLAND
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•  Sound	  clip	  
no.	  2a	  
(1.43	  mins)	  



•  15mins	  presentaCon	  –	  Neil	  Gray	  

(see	  presentaCon	  summary)	  
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•  Sound	  clip	  
no.	  2b	  
(0.51	  mins)	  



•  10mins	  presentaCon	  -‐	  Leigh	  French	  

(see	  presentaCon	  working	  notes)	  

•  20mins	  facilitated	  table	  discussions	  

•  SHORT	  BREAK	  
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Ecology

Simon Yuill

(summary by Leigh French from working notes)

Varying and contrasting politics and intentions, but nevertheless part of  a general pattern that has been evolving in discourse and 
practice of curation and arts management.

There are three elements to this:
1) open, self-organised structures
2) references to forms of radical, political experimentation of the past, particularly the 1960s counter-culture
3) the concept of the arts as a creative or cultural 'ecology'

This has become a widespread pattern of discourse within the managerial sector of the arts world, the co-ordinating classes, 
particularly in regard to attempts to define an overall structure to current practice.

On the surface these may all seem like a 'good thing': self-organisation, openness, radical experiments, and ecology, but I would 
argue that in most cases what we are seeing is the use of these as empty structures, rhetorical devices that are utilised to clothe and 
implement a set of developments that are quite contrary to the ideas such concepts may evoke.

1) open, self-organised structures

The reshaping of software production as a gift economy has been one of the key concepts taken up by those who have further 
abstracted form Open Source into other forms of production, such as Charles Leadbeater's 'We Think', and is one part of the basis for 
the business model of Facebook, etc.

The gift economy is often presented as some form of altruistic alternative to the monetary economy and to capital, but this need not be 
the case. Eric Raymond - right-wing Libertarian, free-market fundamentalist, who developed 'Open Source'  - himself acknowledged 
and promoted its role within capitalist practice and Mauss' classic anthropological analysis of gift economies presented them not as 
egalitarian systems but rather as means of constructing and reinforcing hierarchies.

Feminist anthropologists, Lisette Josephides and Marilyn Strathern have argued that where there is a distinction between those who 
make the gifts, or who are themselves gifts, and those who make the exchange and thereby benefit form the circulation of gifts you 
have an exploitative economy very similar to that of conventional capitalist economy in which there is a separation between those 
who produce and those who exchange and thereby control the acquisition of capital - in the gift economy people themselves and 
personal characteristics become commodified.

It is exactly this form of gift economy that we see in the Facebook model, and is being replicated in forms of cultural production.

In this the gifts are not important as commodities in their own right but rather the construction of a gift economy serves as a 
mechanism to encourage large scale interaction and self-generated activity. This in turn is analysed and harvested for data, in other 
words the aggregation of many people interacting with one-another in a self-organised fashion is in itself a commodity from which 
various forms of economic value can be derived.

That the artist-run scene provides a spectacle of creative energy which can be marketed in itself, the artist-run strand of GI serves this 
purpose as do projects such as VOLTA in Art Basel: "True to its character of identifying new trends, VOLTA7 returns to the 
Dreispitzhalle in an area that has grown rapidly into an artistically vibrant neighbourhood. Next door, newly-renovated studios host 
local artists ..."

The energy of creativity manifested by the aggregate of numerous young artists organising their own projects becomes a commodity 
that is used to sell the city.

2) references to forms of radical, political experimentation of the past, particularly the 1960s counter-culture

Often these references become stripped of their politics, or the politics are presented as only relevant to the context in which they 
occurred as a period of immature idealism, rather than providing a reference point for current critical practice.

As stripped-out stylistic references the forms are presented as suitable for adoption in the present, we can see this in film-making 
where the stylistic forms of past radicalism are adopted but the modes of production and distribution are often replaced by a 
conventional marketing of a commodity form.

In particular the recent curatorial interest in groups such as the Black Audio Film Collective, where the mode and context of 
production is often written out entirely, one which was based within radical community media, not experimental arts practice, and one 
which consciously adopted forms of unionisation through the 'Grant-Aided Workshop Production Declaration' and were constituted as 
a co-operative, as well as working closely with Stuart Hall and the Centre for Cultural Studies in Birmingham, thereby consciously 
relating their practice to a developed body of critical discourse that reflected on the processes they were involved in.

Where once 16mm and 8mm film were a relatively cheap, populist form of production, they are now exclusive artisanal media, and 
have become popular within the commercial arts sector as they enable the creation of films as 'limited edition prints'.

This is also echoed in the marketing of artist-made films via FVU and LUX, which, whilst placing themselves as 'successors' to the 
previous era of radical practice, operate within a commercialised atelier-apprenticeship model.

There is often a nostalgia implicit in these references, as though the radicalism is 'charming' in its naivety, but does not measure up to 
the needs of our current more mature era, this echoes Marx  and Engel's analysis of the popularity for past art forms:

"The charm of their art has for us does not conflict with the immature stage of the society in which it originated. On the contrary its 



charm is a consequence of this and is inseparably linked with the fact that the immature social conditions which gave rise, and which 
alone could give rise, to this art cannot recur." (The German Ideology)

The past, political structures of artist-run practice thereby become forms of 'charming immaturity'.

3) the concept of the arts as a creative or cultural 'ecology'

In discussing a particular area of production as an ecology, suggests a complex yet coherent and self-sustaining structure.

Popular amongst neoliberal thinking.

This has become a widespread pattern of discourse within the managerial sector of the arts world, the co-ordinating classes, 
particularly in regard to attempts to define an overall structure to current practice. 

But the rhetorical devices that are utilised to clothe and implement a set of developments are quite contrary to the ideas such 
concepts may evoke.

Adam Curtis has explored what he calls: 'The Use and Abuse of Vegetal Concepts' - as part of series 'All Watched Over by Machines 
of Loving Grace'.

The notion of an ecology creates an over-arching context into which all aspects of production and consumption are integrated, each 
necessarily supports the other, or is recognised only insofar as it supports the other.

Isomorphism (when one shape adopts the form of another) is used to describe process in which an organisation, regardless of its 
internal structure and mode of operations, may become forced into operating in ways determined by the context in which it is active: 
the situation of mutual and co-operative businesses in contemporary capitalism.

This can be seen in the position for artist-run spaces outlined in recent discourse of a creative/cultural ecology - they are 'stepping 
stones' to a career as a 'real artist', as opposed to a distinct and separate form of artistic production in their own right, an 
apprenticeship for entrance into professional art making, it is precisely this position that the artist-run spaces occupy as the ecologies 
as set out by others.

The ecological metaphor masks the process of management that is controlling this, lending it an air of naturalness, organicity and 
self-realisation, whilst in fact serving as a means of devalorising much of the activity that takes place within it.

Particular forms of practice that develop in one set of economic and political conditions may acquire a very different significance in 
another context. What was at one time a form of free self-activity may later become a means of enslavement or exploitation.

There is therefore a need for constant self-reflexive critique, a questioning of the ways in which we work and produce -- not simply to 
take on particular forms but to understand how those relate to the larger structures in which we are currently producing.



RENT ('place')

Neil Gray

summary (by Leigh French)

A rentier economy is broadly regarded as an economy in which 'rent' plays a major role, where the rentier is an 
individual who depends on income derived from rents - economic rent and interest or other financial  
charges - which, in turn, are defined as a reward for ownership of resources. Rentier theory makes a 
distinction between ʻearnedʼ and ʻunearnedʼ income, and assumes that a rentier economy creates a specific 
mentality. From economist Douglas Yates, the economic behaviour of a rentier is distinguished in that it 
embodies a break in the work-reward causation. Rewards of income and wealth for the rentier do not come 
as the result of work but rather are the result of situation or innovations in rent-seeking procedures, for 
example, contrivance of a previously unused legal gambit that is effective in diverting rents to those who are 
first in exploiting it.

Economist Michael Hudson: "The bulk of this rentier income is not being spent on expanding the means of 
production or raising living standards. It is ploughed back into the purchase of property and financial 
securities already in place - legal rights and claims for payment extracted from the economy at large. Most 
rental income and interest is channeled back into the property and stock market to buy more rent-yielding 
real estate or ownership rights. This inflates prices for these assets, making property and financial 
speculation more attractive than new capital formation. The economy shrinks as a result of groundrent 
diverting revenue from industry to landlords. Except in this case, revenue ends up being diverted into the 
financial sector.”

Related reading/viewing:

The Art Of Rent: Globalization, Monopoly And The Commodification Of Culture
David Harvey
http://www.generation-online.org/c/fc_rent1.htm

The New Road to Serfdom : An illustrated guide to the coming real estate collapse
Michael Hudson
http://www.insurgentamerican.net/download/MichaelHudson/Hudson_RoadToSerfdom.pdf
http://michael-hudson.com/

Real Estate, Technology and the Rentier Economy: Pricing in excess of Value, producing Income without 
Work
Michael Hudson
http://www.cooperativeindividualism.org/hudson-michael_the-rentier-economy.html

The Rentier State in Africa : Oil Rent Dependency and Neocolonialism in the Republic of Gabon
Douglas Yates
Chapter 1. The Theory of the Rentier State
http://students.washington.edu/hattar/yates.pdf



RENT (creative financing)

Leigh French

(working notes)

'INVESTMENT', NOT 'GRANTS'

“ [T]he cultural industries are seen as complex value chains where profit is extracted at key nodes in the 
chain through control of production investment and distribution and the key 'creative' labour is exploited 
not ... through the wage bargain, but through contracts determining the distribution of profits to various 
rights holders negotiated between parties with highly unequal power. ... [T]he political economy approach 
placed its major emphasis on the technologies of distribution, on the ways in which key economic and 
regulatory debates were to be seen as struggles over access to distribution under shifting technological 
conditions without any necessary effect on either the nature of the product being distributed or the relation 
with the audience. In particular, this analysis stressed the ways in which the profits of the whole process 
were returned to controllers of technological distribution systems rather than to the original producers of 
the cultural products or services.” (Nicholas Garnham, 2005)

As culture minsister, Linda Fabiani stated during the bill which sought to replace Scottish Screen and the 
Scottish Arts Council: 
“If formed, Creative Scotland will add to the range of funding sources available to artists and creative 
practitioners. As well as grants, it will develop a wider portfolio of funding methods including loans and 
investments." 

This is reinforced further in the same Sunday Herald article: 
"A spokeswoman from the Creative Scotland transition team said: 'Creative Scotland will be looking at a 
range of alternative investment models, with the aim of finding and increasing sources of funding.' Tax 
incentives, venture capital, loans and corporate investment are all potential models previously mentioned 
by the transition team."

Jeremy Purvis MSP challenged the Culture Minister over the : 
“provision to provide loans for business enterprise, although we still do not know how that will be 
delivered, or, indeed, what priority the new organisation will give to business support – as opposed to 
acting as a grant-making organisation for arts bodies – as there must be some form of financial 
assistance and there will be a cost in Creative Scotland providing such services.”

MICRO-FINANCE

The Scottish Arts Council / Scottish government collaboration dropped its tender for a '21st Century 
financing for the arts and creative industries in Scotland Study'. There was no publicly-commissioned 
academic research in Scotland into the impact of Cultural or Creative loans or IPR exploitation. Nor 
independent research on financing that examined the depth and effect of the economic crisis in Scotland. 
A fundamental absence – there was no new or existing contextual evidence-based research on which to 
take the decision to facilitate the introduction of loans, now enshrined in the bill regardless of the 
unknown risks to the sector(s) they failed to consult.

This represents a significant shift from existing public sector models of support (however partial and 
problematic they continue to be with regard to elite power and their exercise of cultural taste) to a more 
commercial model of exploitation still ultimately based on monopoly power.

Exemplifying the abandonment of research-based policy for policy-based research, the BOP Creative 
Financing Report (October 2010), a 'consultancy' on loans / micro-credit was commissioned by Shetland 
Arts Trust. Its Director, Gwilym Gibbons, is on the Board of Creative Scotland. Criticisms of the technique 
and confluence of interests aside, a battery of empirical study exists critical of such an individualistic focus 
of development intervention, finding that it improves cash flow but doesn't create wealth merely 'debt 
cycles' – 'soft loans' remove cash poverty, but only elusively. Micro-credit remains exploitative in terms of 
rates of interest to the benefit of banks finding a convenient route to increase lendings and a growing 
consumer market to target. "In attributing the cause of poverty to insufficient access to credit [or lack of 
fiscal discipline], micro finance evangelists obscure the generative mechanism behind much poverty – an 
unequal distribution of powers at the local, national and international level" (B. Mishra and Purusottam 
Nayak, Dibrugarh University, 2004). "The micro-credit ʻmovementʼ has eroded community feelings, 
systematically blunted peoples' political sharpness, and is side-tracking the critical question of livelihoods 
security (Dr Sudhirendar Sharma, development analyst attached to the Delhi-based the Ecological 



Foundation)."

In the processes of introducing speculation and risk – exploration of intellectual property right- and profit-
orientated approaches to ʻinvestmentʼ – should we consider why Ewan Brown, an ex-banker complicit in 
demutualisation and deregulation of financial services, was placed in charge of overseeing Creative 
Scotland Ltd and its metamorphosis? That while these changes appear as the logical consequences of 
the method, are they in fact its preconditions, as Purvis asked?

There is no basis for suggesting loans will not be a wedge into existing grant funding. A more pessimistic 
view is justified. The use of Lottery funds points to the real possibility that targeted credit systems would 
operate as the thin end of a wedge into grants.

There is no assessment proving the viability of "loan style financing", which would include a 
comprehensive risk and impact assessment that one would expect prior to any attempts at justifying 
'demand'. Post-2008 we should all be aware that fostering a culture of carelessness with regard to 
markets is a failure of responsible regulation and oversight.

Loans and IPR exploitation do not constitute a positive spending injection into the real economy, they 
contribute to finance restructuring leading to a concentration of wealth and centralisation of banking 
power. Loans serve to increase public debt overnight (see the disaster following the introduction of artists' 
loans in Catalonia) and are part of a spiralling debt crisis, part of an approach that is at the core of the 
global economic crisis. For those of us who believe in defending a public sector, fundamentally, the 
introduction of loans is to extract user fees for public services.

CROWDSOURCING – a competition-based approach to 'innovation'

This shift (celebrated as diversification) is evidenced in Dixon's interview reference to Central Station. 
Central Station was made up of Channel4 (4iP) and originally NESTA money (the common link being 
Stuart Cosgrove) but Channel4 recently pulled or are pulling 4iP, making clear the instability and market 
vulnerability of this model.

As the state seeks to reorganise and in part withdraw its already limited forms of public sector support 
while economically mobilising culture, Central Station remains in essence not financial 'crowdsourcing' 
but a redistributive mechanism of public funds, and a not insignificant draw on them, while undertaking 
the disciplinary function of normalising the task of competing in attracting 'investment'. Aside from the 
redistributive carrot of pubic money to pump-prime Central Station's artificial market relevance, to 
effectively incentivise social networks through small-time financialisation, even AN had to pose it as a 
question: If raising support and funding through social networks and online media (viral funding that's still 
reliant on a metropolitan mass of consumers in the flesh) offers a viable alternative to conventional 
funding methods? 

Central Station's larger exploitation of free content in the form of user content and those providing it goes 
unmentioned. While US-based crowdsourcing sites take a percentage cut of money raised at set stages 
in the process, including financial penalties for failing to reach your own target.

Compare this risk and degree of cannibalism to the Foundation Organisations' security. More importantly, 
as the essence of social networks is reduced to one of vehicle for career opportunism, what does that say 
about sociability within the arts?

The Guardian (2009) reported that "[Nesta] has also faced allegations of cliquishness and a lack of 
transparency. A report from the House of Commons select committee on science and technology, 
published in 2002, voiced its concern that Nesta's system for selection to its coveted fellowships left it 
'open to accusations of networking or favouritism'." With these criticisms of anti-democratic tendencies 
being common political knowledge, why is Nesta looking like the influential model for Creative Scotland 
with a proposed "flexible pool of Development Officers working on a project basis" where "Creative 
Scotland must take the lead in developing ideas and possibilities for projects. The Portfolio Managers will 
have a standing responsibility to identify and define potential projects"? Which stands in contradiction to 
the weak expression that "Creative Scotland must be open to suggestions and invitations from its partners 
and stakeholders", ultimately dependant on the tastes, political and market interests of whoever 
determines those "partners and stakeholders".

LOANS & INTERNSHIPS WORKSHOP - CCA, Tue 9th Nov 2010
Sophie Hope & Leigh French



http://www.variant.org.uk/events/art+labour/Art+Labour.html#L2

CASE STUDIES MATERIAL - LOANS
Credit Markets - micro-finance : the individualistic focus of development intervention
http://www.variant.org.uk/events/art+labour/rentiers.pdf

Creative Financing: feasibility study into financial mechanisms for supporting small-scale creative 
activity in Scotland
Shetland Arts with support from Mission Models Money, Creative Scotland and Highlands and Islands 
Enterprise
Final Report, January 2011
"...There are plans to explore the implications of this new study alongside other related work that has 
been recently published or is in the final stages of research at a national event later in year."
http://www.shetlandarts.org/new-national-study-into-small-scale-creative-finance/
http://www.shetlandarts.org/images/2011/06/Creative-Financing-Feasibility-Study-2011.pdf

Microcredit doesn't work - it's now official
Milford Bateman, September 20, 2011
http://opinion.bdnews24.com/2011/09/20/microcredit-doesnʼt-work-–-itʼs-now-official/



REVIEWS

Leigh French

(working notes)

CUTS

Consultant Anne Bonnar, choice architect of Creative Scotland, reminded in November 
2010:
"The most important aspect regarding funding for culture in today's budget is that this is a 
one year holding budget from the SNP minority administration before next May's election. 
Another is that we have been spared the public flogging of the Arts Council of England 
because we have already taken the pain of abolishing the Scottish Arts Council in the 
course of establishing the more streamlined agency Creative Scotland. But the overall 
cut to the culture budget is 10% which is higher than the 6.9% John Swinney cited as the 
standard cut applied to non ring-fenced services. So it's the next instalments which will 
shape the story." Also, importantly, that "local authorities in Scotland are facing the same 
challenges as in England with large cuts to absorb and neither a statutory responsibility 
for the arts nor an agreement to support culture."

The "best estimate" of Creative Scotland's "savings" arising from "streamlining of 
processes" is set out in a 2009 Finance Committee Report. From Creative Scotland's 
Corporate Plan we now see it is:
"required to take a 3% efficiency saving on our staffing in each of the three years of the 
plan. Rather than spread this across three years and have to do further restructuring on 
an annual basis we have chosen to make the full three-year savings in 2011/12."

This "streamlining of processes" manifests in [at least] two ways:

1) FRANCHISES

FXOs funding is being cut in two years and a new category will begin; 'Strategic 
Commissioning'.

Up until this point a working assumption has been of a 'replacement' of funding strands 
('business as usual') whereas Creative Scotland's "Board has considered measures for 
how it would deal with cuts of up to 3% a year across our treasury expenditure as a 
whole. This would be reflected in funding levels for all areas of our work." Consider: 
'Creative industries' is the central new feature in the remit for Creative Scotland. This 
remit is substantially expanded on previous roles to now include: "advertising; 
architecture; crafts; design; designer fashion; film; interactive leisure software; music; 
performing arts; publishing; TV and radio; and visual arts".

The funding discrepancy between the FXO and Strategic Commissioning as set out in 
the Corporate Plan is already a cut of £ 959,700.

What is 'Strategic Commissioning'? What is meant by 'Franchises'? Why is the time-worn 
lexicon of regional development thought to suitably reflect the processes of cultural 
production?

It appears Creative Scotland intends to centralise its role through 'commissioning' in 



formally determining what cultural activity is and where it will happen geographically as a 
precondition of 'investment'. It will seek to 'commission' such activity, via one assumes 
'competitive tendering' - begging questions of transparency and accountability. 

2) PARTNERSHIP WORKING

Can be interpreted as Creative Scotland intending to micro-manage smaller 
organisations through a system of prescribed 'partnership' working with Foundation 
organisations in a system of competitive bidding for 'Franchises'. This is a 'lock in' / 
'locked out' system. Creative Scotland is effectively dumping down its previous 
administrative burden onto Foundation organisations - [Creative Scotland having 
centrally 'commissioned' in the first instance]. Even if Foundations pre-possess skills and 
excess capacity to commit to these tasks, there are further implications: 
- It presupposes any such institutional partners exist as well as being capable of 
reciprocating.
- These institutions already dominate over limited public funds and would continue to be 
the dominant partner.
- It would be reliant on your smaller organisation being desirable to such larger 
institutions (being financially/promotionally useful, including to Creative Scotland itself), 
behaving accordingly, something which in itself is highly conditional and conditioning.

Ultimately it is a disciplinary processes of aggregation, where dwindling resources will 
be concentrated through Foundation organisations, which for former-FXOs has the 
implication of heightened competition within an even more hegemonic system.

FREEDOM OF COMMUNICATION

What are the implications for artist-run spaces and support for freedom of association 
and communication (which includes political freedoms) to collectively organise and 'do'?

Reforms of cultural provision may be long overdue, but Creative Scotland has wider-
reaching implications than the supersession of previous funding institutions. It represents 
a fundamental change of a key aspect of democratic society with significant implications 
for the many ways in which knowledge is produced and communicated in Scotland.

Creative Scotland is an entrepreneurial re-orientation of public acts of communication 
formed from a triangulation of policy geared towards “single purpose government” (the 
Scottish government's own description) including economic growth.

An unabashed entrepreneurial rigidity has been allowed to supplant what little 
institutional autonomy could be clung to in Scotland – with little mentionable academic, 
institutional, union nor artistic defence. Creative Scotland is set to erode key principles 
such as the distinction between culture and commerce, under the banner of "adding 
value".

The Hollyrood governments that proposed its creation have sought to reconcile 
economic instrumentalism and pure artistic freedoms (or “arts for arts sake”). However, 
this distinction, which Creative Scotland has been said to transcend, is part of a complex 
history that has still not been fairly debated and assessed.

The discursive isolation of Creative Scotland from broader-based debates about cultural 
policy has impoverished discussion of its functions – a policy process noted for its 



"academic absenteeism" (Philip Schlesinger, Professor of Cultural Policy and Academic 
Director of the Centre for Cultural Policy Research). Rather than merely focusing on 
freedom of artistic self-expression, we need a broader intellectual and political debate 
over cultural rights. These are not reducible to artistic freedom. The latter, however, has 
been implied time-and-again by politicians in support of Creative Scotland. The threats to 
intellectual autonomy already upon us reflect the underlying logic of “single purpose 
government” rather than democratic values in cultural policy. The lack of parliamentary 
discussion about how to best pursue UNESCO treaty commitments towards a diversity of 
cultural expression (which include the diversity of political expression) has shown how 
far removed Scotlandʼs civic discourse on culture as democratic right remains.

There is little or no evidence that an avowedly entrepreneurial organisation more directly 
geared to economic policy is needed. The development of Creative Scotlandʼs mission, 
or ʻcore scriptʼ, appears to be more about ideological engineering than economic 
necessity, improved service levels, or the public good. Moreover, the unintended 
consequences of the shift towards an entrepreneurial ideology in the public provision of 
culture have not been publicly evaluated. Marketplace “truths” require far greater 
scrutiny, as has been amply demonstrated by the financial crisis. This is even more 
pressing given the wide-ranging changes proposed in the creation of Creative Scotland 
to restrict public discourse along narrow ideological lines.

A MANAGED NATIONAL IDENTITY

As culture is being instrumentalised through political adaptation to market forces and the 
narrow set of economic analyses and policy arguments to which that term now refers - 
via a seperatist populism, the distilling of a common threat or challenge ( e.g. 'non-
competitiveness') supported by an assumedly neutral scientific technocracy 
(Swyngedouw) - conceal basic questions of ownership and control over communication, 
expression and process, the key defining aspects of culture.

A widening distinction is being drawn between 'innovation' and 'tradition', where the so-
called innovative is narrowly defined in entrepreneurial terms. A factor of Traditional Arts' 
inability to compete with other cultural forms for public funding under the criteria of 
'innovation' has been excused as the reason for Traditional Arts' privileging as a specific 
set of expressions. Closer to the truth I suspect is a conflict of government increasingly 
expecting supposed arms-length bodies to more closely and additionally support 
government policy in the round. This points to a creeping assault on what autonomy 
remains of public funding; both in what cultural expressions are politically desirable and 
therefore what is then being prioritised to receive support. It is apparent that Tradition is 
not being defined as the traditions of the peoples actually living in the country but as 
tradition of the Nation as 'Scottish' – "public funding for Scottishness", as it has been 
dubbed by opposition MSPs. What we appear to be getting is not a coherent Cultural 
Policy at all, but a construction of selective support for cultural artifact based primarily on 
ministerial taste and political expediency - the nationalist independence project.

It should be determined if an essentialist categorisation of an official cultural cannon, the 
Traditional Arts, is indeed, on the basis of UNESCO, "at risk of extinction, under serious 
threat, or otherwise in need of urgent safeguarding" from "single-purpose" government's 
own economic policy.

In doing so, we need to accept the impossibility – indeed, the undesirability – of imposing 
a static notion of 'Cultural Heritage' on what is in fact a contingent process. We need to 



be critically aware "of inherited understandings of the autonomy of cultural artifacts and 
of aesthetic judgment" (Clive Barnett). And of the supposedly 'authentic'; that defined 
cultural and ethnic boundaries are actually politically determined boundaries.

Culture was conjoined in a parliamentary portfolio with Constitutional Change, part of 
which pivots on promoting an emergent national consciousness where key sites are 
enlisted to unify Scotlandʼs national narrative, intended to cohere to an ideological 
understanding of the Nation as a positive, uniform, competitive culture. Robin Baillie of 
the National Galleries has written : “Modernity imposes itself through its power to 
construct the history of a nation. History is formed in the collecting, classification and 
streamlining of objects, images and memories into a pedagogic form. ʻThe origin of the 
nationʼs visual presence is the effect of a narrative struggleʼ..."

The problem remains with the consolidation of a national cultural identity in an official 
cultural cannon that “one personʼs inclusionary republicanism is another personʼs 
ethnocentric monoculturalism” (Bryan Fanning). That if we are to address issues of 
cultural diversity and communication's vulnerability to neoliberalism then we must do so 
by connecting them to the idea of wider social democracy – not simplistically to the 
subjective and partial artifacts of "the best that has been done and said", but to all that 
entails freedom of communication in the mediated spaces of public communication. For 
this we need a coherent cultural policy drawn-up not for rentier systems of commerce but 
a cultural policy that fundamentally supports communicative acts; one written by those 
who in the public interest can and do critically account for the way "power is exercised 
upon and through practices of mediated public communication" (Clive Barnett).

BASIC BANALITIES: NEOLIBERALISM

"What is the precise nature, then, of neo-liberalism? Of course, the obvious objection to 
the ʻanti-stateʼ vision of neo-liberalism is that neo-liberalism itself is a continual form of 
state intervention ... Foucault notes that neo-liberalism concedes this: ʻneo-liberal 
government intervention is no less dense, frequent, active, and continuous than in any 
other system.ʼ The difference, however, is the point of application. It intervenes on society 
ʻso that competitive mechanisms can play a regulatory role at every moment and every 
point in society and by intervening in this way its objective will become possible, that is to 
say, a general regulation of society by the market.ʼ Therefore, we miss the point if we 
simply leave a critique of neo-liberalism at the point of saying ʻneo-liberalism is as statist 
as other governmental formsʼ. Instead, the necessity is to analyse how neo-liberalism 
creates a new form of governmentality in which the state performs a different function: 
permeating society to subject it to the economic." (Benjamin Noys, Workshop at 
Goldsmiths, 2010)

"…part of the role of finance is to discipline and restructure the so-called real economy. 
It's been fundamental to that, imposing discipline on every factory to be more competitive 
or finance will go somewhere else, to reallocate capital across several sectors, venture 
capital, but much more generally. So finance has been fundamental to that. ...you've 
seen a powerful commodification of things that used to be seen as part the Commons. 
Part of what government provides has been privatized as sources of accumulation. The 
real problem we have is that all this restructuring has gone on and workers have 
basically been pretty passive victims. They've accepted this. They haven't in any way 
been acting as a barrier in terms of putting other social goals or social values on the 
agenda. And that's allowed capitalism to restructure at will."



ARTISTIC LABOUR

An abstract rhetoric of creativity has become increasingly important to the fuelling of 
labour markets marked by irregular, insecure and unprotected work; this argument in turn 
has had much wider implications in that it has pushed education policy much more 
strongly in the direction of a discourse of skills, on the basis that future national prosperity 
depends upon making-up for a supposed lack of creative, innovative workers.

Creative Industries' policy, while seeming to offer a certain freedom of creative autonomy 
and self-realisation for workers, is in fact explicitly bound up in finding new articulations 
of existing power relations – the way in which notions of passion for, and pleasure in, 
work serve as disciplinary devices, enabling very high levels of (self-) exploitation, noting 
the extremely low levels of union organisation in most cultural industries.

Anthony Davies sets out how a focus that contrasts a “nightmare vision of neoliberal 
cultural lockdown with a wet dream of agile, socially responsible and responsive 
transnational infrastructures … elides any significant debate on class power within art 
institutions themselves and across the commercial sectors with which they interact.”

Davies – along with Stephan Dillemuth and Jakob Jakobsen (formerly of Copenhagen 
Free University) – makes it clear: self-organisation “should not be confused with self-
enterprise or self-help, it is not an alternative conduit into the market [for ʻcareer 
collectivesʼ]. It isnʼt a label, logo, brand or flag under which to sail in the waters of neo-
liberalism…”

ALTERNATIVES

"Before we move to the commissioning model, there will be a rolling programme of 
reviews, with the sectors involved playing a key role, to inform our needs for different 
sectors." (Andrew Dixon)

Creative Scotland is set to end Flexible Funding in 2 years time. What are the 
implications for stability / continuity / relative autonomy of artist-run spaces?

Is there a tactical need to identify (and identify with) the degree of differing forms of public 
subsidy of 'visual arts' to counter practioner denials of the scale of public sector 
involvement in Scotland?

Somewhere will be the distillation of this "rolling programme of reviews" into broad 
industry-ish categories that, notionally, 'emerged' as priorities. Who has determined this 
new cultural list of priorities?

Do we accept the vagaries of this "rolling programme of reviews"? Do we wish to 
intercede now with our own demands, our own sets of cultural priorities?

Where, how, and with whom do 'we' intercede - doesn't this in itself presuppose a degree 
of transparency that we are struggling to locate?

How will any review process seek to reduce the overall demand (complaint) of a 
particular group to just that demand?

Having cut FXOs, Dixon has alluded to processes of identifying 'gaps'. What does this 



actually mean on the ground? What is the evaluation framework? Where is the risk 
assessment? How many more consultants' cheques?

Will there be any evidence-led policy discussions, or, as with loans, will it be a case of 
commissioning the 'evidence' to match the policy? A post-democratic configuration 
where consensus has been built around the inevitability of a neo-liberal economic 
system.

What are these new formal and informal institutional configurations? A governance 
arrangement that prefigures a particular form of cultural taste? ('Leadership' agendas in 
practice...)

What do you do when 'your' own statements, when represented to you, end up seeming 
inimical to the basic tenets of your practice?

We are, then, caught in the midst of various forms of neoliberal enclosure and 
restructuring, which is seen by competing individuals, networks and agencies to offer 
openings for a range of agendas seeking to gain purchase on institutional structures/
bureaucracies. It is precisely this meshing of market interests that effaces any significant 
debate of the underlying economic antagonisms in Scotland.

Management statements become grander, but usually more vague, as the desire for 
significant change increases. How effective is this senior management rhetoric in 
allaying concerns? Is it safe to assume that the senior managers understand their own 
rhetoric? Most change initiatives fall short of expectations or fail all together. Senior 
management generally has difficulty comprehending the totality of the changes that they 
seek to implement, including both gross and subtle dependencies. In practice, the 
ordinary outcome is widespread confusion, frustration, and dissatisfaction. These are 
forms of waste that management often ignores, preferring instead to force results in order 
to meet prior commitments. Senior managers often utter the phrase 'what gets measured 
gets managed'. It implies pushing accountability to lower levels and more active 
management of new or existing business measurements, in order to achieve the desired 
goals. This phrase is stated as an axiom, a self-evident or universally recognised truth, 
and is accepted without formal proof.

We need to be realistic and conscious of heightened and exaggerated claims for 
marketisation, and in addition the impact of welfare withdrawal in parallel when 
discussing potential alternatives to public funding. What does 'withdrawal' actually 
entail?

What are the rallying points for self knowledge?
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